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Just a machine that learns
or why i am not too excited about AI
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not2excited

› Singularity?

“It is not my aim to surprise or shock you – but the simplest way I can summarize
is to say that there are now in the world machines that think, that learn and that
create. Moreover, their ability to do these things is going to increase rapidly until
– in a visible future – the range of problems they can handle will be coextensive
with the range to which human mind has been applied.”
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› Singularity?

“It is not my aim to surprise or shock you – but the simplest way I can summarize
is to say that there are now in the world machines that think, that learn and that
create. Moreover, their ability to do these things is going to increase rapidly until
– in a visible future – the range of problems they can handle will be coextensive
with the range to which human mind has been applied.” (Herbert Simon 1957)
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› Singularity? › Current discussion in AI

Elon Musk
“With Artificial Intelligence, we are summoning the demon”
Andrew Ng
“Fearing a rise of killer robots is like worrying about overpopulation on Mars”
Geoffrey Hinton
“Whether or not it turns out to be a good thing depends entirely on the social
system, and doesn’t depend at all on the technology”
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› AI?

AI - a machine that learns

a well-posed learning problem
A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some
task T and some performance measure P, if its performance on T, as
measured by P, improves with experience E
what is it good for?
- application requires pattern recognition in large data
- application is too complex for a manually designed algorithm
- application needs to customize its operational environment after it is fielded
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› AI? › Neurons
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Neurons
Basic computational unit of a neural network

A neuron takes inputs, x1 , x2 , does some math on them, and generates an output, y

The input is weighted
x1 → x1 × w1
x2 → x2 × w2
then added with a bias
(x1 × w1 ) + (x2 × w2 ) + b
and finally passed through an activation function
y = f(x1 × w1 + x2 × w2 + b)
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› AI? › Networked neurons

... in a network
An artificial neural network is just a set of neurons wired together (typically) in a
layered structure.

Feedforward neural network with one hidden layer of size m. A hidden layer is any
layer between the input and output. Hidden layers perform transformations on the
input or previous hidden layers. A network can have many hidden layers.

A neural network can have any number of neurons and layers. Deep in deep
learning just refers to representations learned in multi-layered (deep) structures.
The core idea is to propagate input forward through the transformations of the
hidden layers in order to get an output.
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› AI? › From the perspective of software development

AI from the perspective of software development
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› humanities computing › transformers

why i have to be excited...

– sequence-related deep learning tasks
– attention mechanism:
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– parallel design enables training on high
performance devices.
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› humanities computing › transformers

DaCy: A Unified Framework for Danish NLP

State-of-the-Art
three new multitask SoTa models
POS, Dependency parsing, NER, and more
Validated
models are checked for robustness and biases
Unified
provides a unified API building on spaCy which allow for easy integration
of new models
including pre-existing SoTA models such as BertTone for Danish
sentiment
Extensible
Allow for easy integration of new models
A coreference model will be coming in 2022

Enevoldsen, K. C., Hansen, L., & Nielbo, K. L. (2021). DaCy: A Unified Framework for
Danish NLP. CoRR, 2107.05295.
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› humanities computing › transformers
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DaCy Performance

POS
Model

NER

Dependency Parsing

Wall Time

Accuracy

Person

Location

Organization

Misc

F1

F1 w/o Misc

LAS

UAS

GPU/CPU

DaCy large
DaCy medium
DaCy small

98.37
98.15
97.75

93.33
89.86
87.98

84.88
83.96
79.23

76.49
64.47
60.58

80.16
70.09
64.82

84.39
77.67
74.18

85.65
79.68
76.98

88.44
86.65
84.03

90.85
89.25
87.63

2.9 / 34.7
1.8 / 9.9
1.9 / 2.6

DaNLP BERT
Flair
NERDA

97.80

92.27
92.60
92.35

83.90
84.82
81.52

71.13
61.29
65.96

72.41

72.84
70.49
79.04

83.20
81.09
80.85

56.67

65.32

65.52
63.25
61.54

75.75
73.23
67.11

78.57
76.01
68.61

Polyglot

76.26

79.25

68.06

40.69

SpaCy large
SpaCy medium
SpaCy small

96.30
95.71
94.80

86.17
84.55
78.92

84.16
77.29
69.04

63.36
63.16
53.49

Stanza

97.62

37.4 / 2.0 / 2.5 / - / 3.8
78.01
77.73
74.03

81.95
81.87
78.68

0.9 / 1.4
1.2 / 1.4
1.4 / 1.5

83.84

87.34

29.3 / -

Enevoldsen, K. C., Hansen, L., & Nielbo, K. L. (2021). DaCy: A Unified Framework for
Danish NLP. CoRR, 2107.05295.
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› not excited › Gatekeeping &c

and why i am not

OpenAI on GPT-2
“We’ve trained a large-scale unsupervised language model which generates
coherent paragraphs of text, achieves state-of-the-art performance on many
language modeling benchmarks, and performs rudimentary reading
comprehension, machine translation, question answering, and
summarization—all without task-specific training.”
“Due to concerns about large language models being used to generate
deceptive, biased, or abusive language at scale, we are only releasing a much
smaller version of GPT-2 along with sampling code. We are not releasing the
dataset, training code, or GPT-2 model weights.”
- PR Focus - reporters were given early information
- Gatekeeping - malicious uses were hypothesized and we have no way of
testing
- Misdirected - not releasing affects researchers more than malicious actors
due to the model price
- Dual use - OpenAI did not discuss dual-use technology
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› not excited › Issues
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problematic issues

unemployment
wealth inequality
humanity

artificial stupidity
evil genies
singularity

security
robot rights
racist/sexist robots

fairness, accountability, and transparency for AI regarding biases
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› not excited › Issues

bias in computer systems
preexisting
originates in social institutions, practices, and attitudes → computer systems
embody biases that exist independently, and usually prior to the creation of
the system
technical
product of technical constraints or consideration due to limitations of
computer tools (e.g., databases, hardware), decontextualized algorithms,
random number generation, and formalization of human constructs
emergent
arises in a context of use with real users as a result of changing societal
knowledge, population, or cultural values (e.g., new societal knowledge,
mismatch between user and system design)
“We conclude by suggesting that freedom from bias should be counted among
the select set of criteria – including reliability, accuracy, and eﬀiciency –
according to which the quality of systems in use in society should be judged”

Friedman & Nissenbaum, 1996, Bias in Computer Systems, ACM Transactions on
Information Systems
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› not excited › Issues

Impossibility results
“Suppose we want to determine the risk that a person is a carrier for a disease
Y, and suppose that a higher fraction of women than men are carriers. Then
our results imply that in any test designed to estimate the probability that
someone is a carrier of Y, at least one of the following undesirable properties
must hold: (a) the test’s probability estimates are systematically skewed
upward or downward for at least one gender; or (b) the test assigns a higher
average risk estimate to healthy people (non-carriers) in one gender than the
other; or (c) the test assigns a higher average risk estimate to carriers of the
disease in one gender than the other. The point is that this trade-off among
(a), (b), and (c) is not a fact about medicine; it is simply a fact about risk
estimates when the base rates differ between two groups”
Assume differing base rates, Pra (Y = 1) ̸= Prb (Y = 1), and an imperfect learning
algorithm, C ̸= Y, then you cannot simultaneously achieve:
Precision parity Pra (Y = 1 | C = 1) = Prb (Y = 1 | C = 1)
True positive parity Pra (C = 1 | Y = 1) = Prb (C = 1 | Y = 1)
False positive parity Pra (C = 1 | Y = 0) = Prb (C = 1 | Y = 0)

Kleinberg J., S. Mullainathan, & M. Raghavan (2016), Inherent Trade-Offs in the Fair
Determination of Risk Scores, arXiv:1609.05807
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› not excited › Issues
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fairness ⇒ parity

“fairness” is probabilistically defined as parity
- many parity definitions: demographic, accuracy, true positive, predictive
value, precision, ...
- Fairness and machine learning – Limitations and Opportunities
- Decisions should be in some sense probabilistically independent of
sensitive features values (such as gender, race)
ensure that common measures of predictive performance are equal across all classes

Prmale (Y = 1 | C = 1) = Prfemale (Y = 1 | C = 1)
Titanic: 0.11 ̸= 0.89
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› not excited › Issues

Impossibility results revisited
X is a dataset that contains feature on an individuals (e.g., income level, age)
– X incorporates all sorts of measurement biases
A is a sensitive attribute (e.g., ethnicity, religion, gender)
– A is often unknown, ill-defined, misreported, or inferred
Y is the true outcome (i.e., ground truth, e.g., survival)
C is an ML algorithm that uses X and A to predict the value of Y (e.g., whether a
passenger survives)

– the sensitive attribute A divides the population into two groups a (e.g., male)
and b (e.g., female)
– the ML algorithm C outputs 0 (e.g.. predicts dead) and 1 (e.g, predicts survive)
– the true outcome Y is 0 (e.g., dead) and 1 (e.g., survive)

then you cannot simultaneously achieve,
Pra (Y = 1 | C = 1) = Prb (Y = 1 | C = 1)
Pra (C = 1 | Y = 1) = Prb (C = 1 | Y = 1)
Pra (C = 1 | Y = 0) = Prb (C = 1 | Y = 0)
or, precision parity and equalized odds are not simultaneously possible
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› not excited › Issues

How to achieve parity?
The trade-off among P, TP and FP is simply a fact about risk estimates when
the base rates differ between two or more groups!

Simple models allow for fine-grained control on the degree of fairness, often at a small
cost in terms of accuracy
Demographic Parity, also called Independence, Statistical Parity, is one of the most
well-known criteria for fairness.

C is independent of A if Pra (C = c) = Prb (C = c)∀c ∈ {0, 1}
M. B. Zafar, I. Valera, M. G. Rodriguez, and K. P. Gummadi (2015) Fairness Constraints:
Mechanisms for Fair Classification, arXiv:1507.05259
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› still pretty excited › HPC
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but still pretty excited

TRADITIONAL USERS
By default HPC is not for all: “you
must learn to crawl before you can
walk”
1. write code base for project
2. formulate batch script
3. submit to job queue
NEW USERS
New technologies (Big Data, AI) have
created new users
- easy & interactive access
- collaborative development
- code and data sharing
for exploration, experimentation, and
debugging in a sandbox-like
environment
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› still pretty excited › HITL
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Human-in-the-Loop modeling
a need for HITL
... as task complexity increases, a need for (operational approaches to) leveraging
human intelligence in the development of learning algorithms has become apparent
Type
Out-of-the-loop
On-the-loop
In-the-loop

Human Involvement
not required
checking
required

Resources
low
medium
high

Relevance
low
medium↓
medium↑

THEN

WHEN
algorithms are not understanding the input
data input is interpreted incorrectly

algorithms do not know how to perform the task
to make models more accurate
cost of errors is too high in development
data are rare or not available

HITL Models
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› still pretty excited › HITL
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THANKS
kln@cas.au.dk
knielbo.github.io
chcaa.au.dk
SLIDES
knielbo.github.io/files/kln_flywithai.pdf

